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Hong Kong

Publication of Decision of tHe air transPort licensing autHority 
regarDing renewal of licence

in accordance with regulation 15 of the air transport (licensing of air services) regulations, 
the air transport licensing authority hereby publish the following particulars of their decision 
regarding the renewal of licence to operate the undermentioned scheduled journeys.

applicant : aHK air Hong Kong limited

licence no. : 2 of 2023

Date of application : 14 December 2022

route : carriage of cargo or mail on the following routes:—

Hong Kong/ brisbane/ Darwin/ Melbourne/ Perth/ sydney/ bahrain/ 
Dhaka/ brussels/ Phnom Penh/ beijing/ changsha/ chengdu/ chongqing/ 
Dalian/ fuzhou/ guangzhou/ Haikou/ Hangzhou/ Kunming/ nanjing/ 
ningbo/ Qingdao/ shanghai/ shenyang/ tianjin/ urumqi/ wenzhou/ 
wuhan/ Xiamen/ Xian/ Zhengzhou/ Kaohsiung/ taichung/ taipei/ Paris/ 
frankfurt/ leipzig/ bangalore/ chennai/ Delhi/ Hyderabad/ Mumbai/ 
Jakarta/ surabaya/ Milan/ fukuoka/ nagoya/ osaka/ sapporo/ tokyo/ 
Kuala lumpur/ Penang/ yangon/ amsterdam/ auckland/ Karachi/ cebu/ 
clark/ Manila/ Doha/ singapore/ busan/ seoul/ colombo/ bangkok/ 
Dubai/ sharjah/ london/ anchorage/ chicago/ cincinnati/ los angeles/ 
new york/ san francisco/ Hanoi/ Ho chi Minh city/ wuxi/ nantong/ 
riyadh/ liege and vice versa to be operated in any order or sequence with 
the ability to omit any point or points other than Hong Kong.

(Point of Departure: Hong Kong international airport)

frequency of flights: unlimited

time table : to be determined

type of aircraft : airbus a300-600 freighter, a330-200 freighter, a330-300 freighter and any 
other aircraft types on the air operator’s certificate of aHK air Hong 
Kong limited, or any leased Hong Kong registered aircraft approved by 
civil aviation Department.

Decision

 renewal of licence granted for the period from 10 May 2023 to 15 March  2028 both dates 
inclusive, subject to article 134(2) of the basic law and the provisions of the air transport 
(licensing of air services) regulations.

10 May 2023 edmond cHu Secretary, Air Transport Licensing Authority
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